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Program

Bullfrog ….…………….......………. Nolan Stolz (University of South Carolina–Upstate)
COLLEGIUM XXI: 

Thulani Mason, percussion

This work was composed during a residency at the Goldwell Open Air Museum. The artist residency 
is located at the site of a Nevada ghost town, once known as Bullfrog. The drum set parts were 
performed and recorded by the composer in Goldwell’s Red Barn overlooking the Amargosa 
Valley. The bottles heard in the electronic part were left by those working in the Bullfrog mining 
district over 100 years ago. The district includes the ghost town of Rhyolite, only a mile due north 
of Bullfrog. The composer spent all of October 2012 living in nearby Beatty, Nevada (pop. 1000), 
commuting to the Red Barn each day to compose. This piece is unique in that the composer’s 
commission fee included tickets to see Van Halen in concert.

Red Vesper …………........……………. David Biedenbender (Michigan State University)
Montage Music Society:

Keith Lemmons, clarinet; David Felberg, violin; 
James Holland, cello; Debra Ayers, piano

The great United States National Parks are many things to many people, but for me, they have most 
often been a very special place to find silence inside of myself. A vesper is an evening prayer, a 
meditation and reflection at the end of the day, and I found the idea of holding a vespers in the 
wilderness to be profound and beautiful. I chose to call it Red Vesper because of the deep, red glow 
of the setting sun on the horizon and also because of the beautiful and iconic red rock formations 
that occupy so many of our great National Parks, particularly that of Capitol Reef National Park. 

Fast Standing Still ……......... Jeffrey M. Morris (Texas A&M University–College Station)
COLLEGIUM XXI: 

Melinda Russial, bass clarinet 
Andy Zadrozny, bass

The classic Airstream trailer looks fast, even when it’s standing still. Architect Edward Noonan 
amplified this effect when he installed an Airstream trailer on the roof of the building at 1807 W. 
Sunnyside Ave., because he “didn’t want to haul an Airstream across the country to go do things.” 
(It’s officially named the Gentle Annie Stafford Pavilion and Conference Center.)

Only visible to passing trains, this stationary trailer embodies Noonan’s statement: you don’t have 
to go in order to do. To people sitting idly on the passing trains, they feel like the stationary ones, 
with the world–and the Airstream– slipping past them.

This piece gives florid flurries and jazzy lines to low instruments to reflect the juxtaposition 
of smooth lines and heavy materials in the Airstream. The electronic sounds are derived from 
audiovisual source recordings from the site. All sounds you hear are “carved” from the source 
recordings of trains passing the building, and melodic and harmonic contours are shaped by video 
material taken from the trains as they pass the trailer.

The culminating quirky jazzy tune is a transcription of the safety message heard on one of the 
trains. Its text harkens back to Noonan’s impulse to do something out of the ordinary, his stories of 
how it confused people and frustrated authorities, and ultimately allowed him to take the trailer 
where he really wanted to go. The message encourages you to “[be] observant of your surroundings” 
and “report any suspicious behavior or items,” with the key slogan, “If you see something, say 
something.” While on the surface it raises suspicion of anything nonconformist, you could also take 
as encouragement to watch for the quirks of life like the Airstream as you pass by, maybe go inside 
and follow where you mind wants to go, see what you see in your mind’s eye, and share it with the 
world. 



Program

Astakedis and Potameid ...... Daniel Pappas (Fayetteville Technical Community College)
Montage Music Society:

David Felberg, violin
Debra Ayers, piano

Astakedis and Potameid is a two movement piece for violin and piano. The movements are related 
in character to the Greek mythological figures they were named after. The Largo is made up of long 
lyrical lines in the violin, accompanied by perpetual motion in the piano. The Allegro Vivace has a 
playful quality to it, and is related to the first movement noticeably with its interludes and expressive 
ending.

Kalamäng ……………….........……….……. Chiwei Hui (University of Wisconsin–Stout)
COLLEGIUM XXI: 

Horace Alexander Young, flute 
Melinda Russial, Bb clarinet

Kalamäng (pronounced kuh-luh-MANG) means “fish game” in Estonian. The title reflects the music 
in multiple ways. “Kala” (fish) gives the image of fast movements and fluidity, and sounds like 
“color,” signifying the melodic idea of the piece. And hopefully the music will sound as much fun as 
it is to say the title!

There, There ………………………………………….………. Zach Jones (Tempe, Arizona)
COLLEGIUM XXI: 

Horace Alexander Young, flute; Melinda Russial, Bb clarinet
Elena Sopoci, violin; Deborah Barbe, cello; Steven Paxton, piano

I recently had to deal with a death in the family for the first time since I was very young. I was 
largely unaffected by losing a loved one when I was such a young age, but it was an awful 
experience this time around being 2,000 miles away when I received the phone call. I was 
overcome by this helpless and emotionally draining feeling of not being able to go home, see family, 
or attend the service. I had not planned on writing a piece as a reaction to this event, but I turned 
to piano playing as a therapeutic exercise to help me heal. The piano became my main source of 
comfort when I was by myself, and, eventually, a piece bloomed. This piece attempts to reflect the 
emotions that I experienced during this difficult period. While the first half of the piece is a very dark 
music, the themes eventually transform into a more hopeful music. Thus, this piece is as much about 
struggling with grief and vulnerability as it is about understanding our ability to overcome misery, 
grow from these experiences, and look ahead towards celebrating life.

Bright River …………….....…… Peter Lieuwen (Texas A&M University–College Station)
Montage Music Society:

Keith Lemmons, Bb clarinet; Debra Ayers, piano

The inspiration for this piece is found in the visual and auditory intricacies of rivers as they evolve 
from rivulets and continually fluctuate between waterfalls, violent rapids and tranquil pools as 
the terrain changes. The piano presents a constant flowing motion that is placid and lyrical in 
some passages while spirited and syncopated in others. The clarinet presents a bold awakening 
introductory gesture and weaves in and out of the musical fabric as the piece moves forward. 
Drama and tension are enhanced with pandiatonic sections juxtaposed with those employing the 
diminished (half-step/whole-step) scale. The melody is often presented “in harmony” at the interval 
of the 7th or 9th creating a translucent musical aura.

“You cannot step twice into the same river.” – Heraclitus



Program

ComPoser BiograPhies

Biedenbender, David
Composer David Biedenbender has written music for the concert stage as well as for dance and 
multimedia collaborations, and his work is often influenced by his diverse musical experiences in 
rock and jazz bands as a bassist, in wind, jazz, and New Orleans-style brass bands as a euphonium, 
trombone, and tuba player, and by study of Indian Carnatic Music. His present creative interests include 
working with everyone from classically trained musicians to improvisers, acoustic chamber music to 
large ensembles, and interactive electronic interfaces to live brain data. He has had the privilege of 
collaborating with and being commissioned by many talented performers and ensembles, including Alarm 
Will Sound, PRISM Saxophone Quartet, Stenhammar String Quartet, New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, 
U.S. Navy Band, Philharmonie Baden-Baden (Germany), VocalEssence, and Eastman Wind Ensemble, 
among many others. He is currently Assistant Professor of Music Theory and Composition at Boise State 
University and is co-director of the 208 Ensemble, a contemporary chamber music ensemble based in 
Boise. He holds degrees in composition from the University of Michigan and Central Michigan University, 
and has also studied at the Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study, the Aspen Music Festival, and in India 
where he studied carnatic music. For more information, visit: www.davidbiedenbender.com.

Hui, Chiwei
Jerry (Chiwei) Hui has written a wide variety of music that ranges from serious concert art music to 
humorous choral arrangements. His music has been performed in the United States, Germany, France, 
Scotland, Indonesia and Hong Kong by community choirs, campus ensembles, and professional groups. 
Described by critics as “seriously fun”, and with “accomplished contrapuntal texture.”, his composition 
has won prizes including the Robert Helps Prize 2008, and received commission that was featured at the 
World Saxophone Congress.

reaching | failing ….………………………….……. Justin Rito (Grand Rapids, Michigan)
Montage Music Society:

David Felberg, violin; Shanti Randall, viola
James Holland, cello; Jean-Luc Matton, double bass

reaching | failing is a work inspired by the struggle with gun violence in America. This issue became 
profoundly important to my family and me when my grandmother was murdered in a mass shooting 
in early 2000. Unfortunately, my family is only one of the thousands affected by unnecessary 
violence each and every year. In the days that follow each of these horrific shootings, we seem to 
have a tendency to defer political action for the sake of the victims’s loved ones and their grief. A 
few activists reach out for changes to our culture of violence, but each time those efforts fail for any 
number of reasons.

My intention is not to make a political statement through this work. Instead, it is meant only as 
an outgrowth of my own experience. reaching | failing has two main themes: the first is hopeful and 
melodic (reaching), and the second is an incessant pulsating motive (failing). The piece alternates 
between sections that feature one of these two themes, until one begins to infect the other towards 
the end.



ComPoser BiograPhies

As a conductor, Dr. Hui has founded and directed various community choirs, church choirs, chamber 
ensembles and orchestras. At home in both early and contemporary music, he has performed often as 
baritone and countertenor. He is active in performing for fellow composers, and has premiered over 30 
new works. He is directing and performing with Eliza’s Toyes, a vocal sextet specialized in early music 
which has been featured on Wisconsin Public Radio. He is currently the director of choral activities 
at University of Wisconsin-Stout, assistant conductor at the Madison Early Music Festival, and artistic 
director of the Schola Cantorum of Eau Claire.

A native of Hong Kong, Jerry Hui received his DMA degree in music composition at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. Dr. Hui’s principal composition teachers include David Crumb, Stephen Dembski, 
Robert Kyr, Joel Naumann and Laura Schwendinger. His conducting teachers are Beverly Taylor, Sharon 
Paul, and Bruce Gladstone.

Jones, Zach
Zach Jones is a composer, pianist, drummer, and published scholar from Bethlehem, PA. Influenced by the 
thriving local music scene in the Lehigh Valley and southeastern Pennsylvania, Zach strives to unite the 
worlds of contemporary music with rock, alternative, and post-rock music through his compositions. He 
holds degrees from Lafayette College and Arizona State University, and he has studied composition with 
Kirk O’Riordan, Rodney Rogers, Jody Rockmaker, Doug Harbin, and Robert Paterson. He has composed 
and performed rock and instrumental music since his high school rock band days and began writing 
concert music as an undergraduate student at Lafayette College. Stylistically, Zach frames his music in a 
way that seeks to capture images, create storylines, and convey some kind of emotional experience. He 
has attended several conferences and festivals and was humbled to receive his international premieres in 
the summer of 2015 while at the CMS International Conference in Stockholm, Sweden and the Cortona 
Sessions for New Music in Cortona, Italy.

Lieuwen, Peter
The music of Peter Lieuwen has been commissioned, performed and recorded by orchestras, small 
ensembles, and artists throughout North America and Europe. The composer has received honors, grants 
and awards from The National Orchestral Association (1991), Meet the Composer, Inc. (1986), League of 
Composers – ISCM (1987), Musicians Accord (1986), The Contemporary Record Society (1987), The Arts 
Council of Wales (1995, 1996, 1998) and The Texas Composers Forum (1992).

Peter Lieuwen’s symphonic music has been hailed as “an attractive array of shimmering, shuddering 
sonorities” (The New York Times). His orchestral works have been introduced by such orchestras as 
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Saint Louis Symphony, Mexico City Philharmonic, and the Pacific 
Symphony Orchestra. Renowned conductors including Carl St. Clair, Paul Freeman, Danielle Gatti, 
Szymon Kawalla, Franz Krager and Jorge Mester have presented his works.

The composer’s chamber and vocal works have been presented by various artists and ensembles 
including The Cassatt String Quartet, Western Arts Trio, New Mexico Brass Quintet, New Mexico Winds, 
Cevitas, Cumberland Wind Quintet, Quintessence Winds, Moran Wind Quintet, The Core Ensemble, 
Ensemble Bash (UK), Enhake, SOLI Chamber Ensemble, clarinetist David Campbell (UK), percussionist 
Steven Schick, pianist Marc Andre Hamelin and trumpeter Doc Severinsen. Peter Lieuwen is currently 
Professor of Music and Composer-in-Residence in the Department of Performance Studies at Texas A&M 
University. His compositions are published by Keiser Classical and recorded on Albany, Crystal, Divine 
Art /métier, ProArte/Fanfare, MSR Classics, Naxos and New World labels.

Morris, Jeffrey M.
Jeff Morris uses his experience in improvisation and technology-based perfor- mance to build works 
that explore our human sense of time and authenticity. Time may be an illusion, but the experience of 
time defines so much of the human experience. Through funky textures and elusive asynchronicities in 
the moment, deep temporal structures splayed and revealed across the duration of a performance, or 
pitting “then” versus “now” in counterpoint using technology- mediated improvisation, he strives to let 
us feel ourselves sense, think, be human. He studied at Florida State University and the UNT Center 
for Experimental Music and Intermedia, and he is currently the Studio Director in the Perfor- mance 
Technology program at Texas A&M University. 



ComPoser BiograPhies

Pappas, Daniel
Composer Daniel C Pappas is widely performed throughout the United States and Europe and 
collaborates regularly with distinguished performers and ensembles. He writes music ranging from 
Orchestral to Chamber, Solo and Electro-Acoustic. Pappas has been featured on several new music 
festivals including the annual UNCG New Music Festival, and xMUSE at the University of South Carolina. 
He has won awards and recognition for several of his works including his orchestral piece The Silence 
About Heaven, which enjoyed a successful German premier in 2006.

During his tenure at both the University of North Carolina at Greensboro and the University of South 
Carolina, Pappas has had an extensive and wide ranging teaching career and is the recipient of an award 
for excellence in teaching undergraduates at the University of South Carolina. Dr. Pappas has recently 
joined the faculty of Fayetteville Technical Community College in NC as their full time music instructor. 
He is excited to help shape the new Associates of Fine Arts in Music at FTCC.

Pappas is also active as a contracted television composer for most all major networks. His music 
regularly appears on shows such as Good Morning America, World News with Diane Sawyer, and 20/20.

Dr. Pappas holds degrees from Grace College and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 
where he studied composition with Mark Engebretson. Daniel completed his doctorate degree in 
composition at the University of South Carolina, where he studied with John Fitz Rogers and Reginald 
Bain.

Rito, Justin
Justin Rito is a composer, pianist, and theorist equally influenced by the classical and contemporary 
music. Justin’s recent composition projects and collaborations have included Lost Lines (2015) for the 
Tuba Bach Festival, reaching|failing (2015) for the fresh inc music festival, Groove Mantra (2015) for the 
Strike Percussion Ensemble, and Set (2015) for the Arx Duo. His compositions have been performed at 
conferences and festivals throughout the country, including events for the College Music Society, Society 
of Composers, inc., the North American Saxophone Alliance, the Florida State New Music Festival, fresh 
inc music festival, the Zeitgeist New Music Festival, and the Manchester New Music Festival. 

In addition to his activities as a composer, Justin is an active promoter of contemporary music. As a 
student at Central Michigan University, Justin founded and directed the school’s New Music Ensemble. 
During his time as a graduate student at Michigan State University, he has established a series of casual 
contemporary chamber music concerts in bars called Unwind, and has also served as the musical 
coordinator for a multidisciplinary series called Sonic Salon at the Broad Art Museum in East Lansing. 

Stolz, Nolan
Nolan Stolz is a composer, music theorist and drummer currently living in Spartanburg, South Carolina. 
Stolz has an individual compositional voice, one that is clearly influenced by his performance 
background in jazz fusion and progressive rock, yet firmly rooted in the contemporary classical tradition. 
His compositions have been performed throughout the United States, Canada, South America, and 
across Europe, including several national and international festivals and conferences. Stolz has been 
commissioned by the Alturas Duo, CCSU Chamber Players, Synchronix, LVA Jazz Ensemble, Las Vegas 
Music Festival Orchestra, SUNY-Stony Brook, and several solo performers. Stolz’s works may be heard 
on releases from Ablaze, ESM, Six Strings Sounds, and Tributary Music. In 2014, his flute piece Princess 
Ka’iulani was published in SCI Journal of Scores (51) and is forthcoming on SCI’s CD Series vol. 30.

Stolz has won several awards, including the Max DiJulio Composition Prize for Haystacks for orchestra, 
and was the winner of the Composers Voice Dance Collaboration Competition for Remnants of Bullfrog, 
Nevada for fixed electronic media and dance. Stolz has published articles and given papers on his own 
compositions, microtonal music, theory-composition pedagogy and jazz improvisation pedagogy at 
several regional, national and international conferences. Dr. Stolz holds degrees from The Hartt School, 
University of Oregon, and University of Nevada-Las Vegas. Stolz is currently Assistant Professor and 
Coordinator of Music at University of South Carolina Upstate. Previously, he taught at the University of 
Nevada-Las Vegas, Southeast Missouri State University, University of South Dakota, and at two community 
colleges in Connecticut.



montage musiC soCiety

Montage Music Society displays a passion for combining a healthy mix of acknowledged masterpieces 
with exciting music of today. Dedicated to reaching a diverse public, MONTAGE is equally committed to 
performances in homes, concert halls and for underserved audiences.

Debra Ayers (piano and director of Montage Music Society) performs internationally as a recitalist with 
instrumentalists, singers and chamber music ensembles. She has collaborated with Abiquiu Chamber 
Music Festival, Albuquerque Chamber Soloists, Aspen Music Festival Chamber Players, Breckenridge 
Music Festival, Chatter, Serenata of Santa Fe, Taos Chamber Music Group; American, Apple Hill, La 
Catrina and Vega string quartets. A proponent of contemporary music, Debra has recently recorded 
premieres by Ofer Ben-Amots and Jeff Harrington and is featured in the Milken Archive as well as on a 
number of critically- acclaimed recordings, including Montage’s “STARRY NIGHT Project…music based 
on visual art” (MSR).

Keith Lemmons (clarinet) serves as Associate Dean of the College of Fine Arts, prestigious Presidential 
Teaching Fellow and Professor of Clarinet at The University of New Mexico. Critics acclaim “Virtuosic and 
amazing,” “a consummate artist,” “he had the audience in sheer ecstasy.” He has performed throughout 
the United States, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, Canada, and at the International Clarinet Festivals in 
Lawrence, Baton Rouge, Assisi; Oporto; Kansas City; Atlanta; Salt Lake City; Stockholm; Norman; 
Lubbock; Quebec City and Minneapolis. He performs with Serenata of Santa Fe, the Taos Chamber Music 
Group and artist-faculty New Mexico Winds Woodwind Quintet. His degrees are from Pittsburg State 
University with Robert Schott and Michigan State University with Elsa Ludewig-Verdehr. Additional study 
has been with Larry Combs, Charlie Neidich, Thea King, John McCaw and Herb Blayman. His CD’s are 
on Summit, Parma, Centaur, Navona, TCMG, alBuZerkQue, Strauss, and Katson labels. He is a Buffet-
Crampon and D’Addario artist.

David Felberg (violin) is the Artistic Director and co-founder of Chatter. He is the Concertmaster of the 
Santa Fe Symphony and the Music Director of the Albuquerque Philharmonic. In addition, he teaches 
contemporary music at the University of New Mexico and is the Associate Concertmaster of the New 
Mexico Philharmonic. He made his New York debut in Merkin Hall in 2005, and he currently performs 
throughout the southwest as a violin soloist, recitalist and chamber musician. An Albuquerque native, 
Felberg received a Bachelor of Arts in History from the University of Arizona and a Master of Music in 
Conducting from the University of New Mexico. He studied with the Takacs Quartet at the University of 
Colorado, and was awarded a fellowship to attend the American Academy of Conducting at the Aspen 
Music Festival. He plays an 1829 J.B. Vuillaume violin.

Shanti Randall (viola) has played frequently with both the Los Angeles Philharmonic and Los Angeles 
Opera, under such conductors as Zubin Mehta, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Mstislav Rostropovich, and Michael 
Tilson Thomas. As a first call violist of the Hollywood Studio Symphony, he has recorded over 250 
major motion picture scores. Chamber performances include Los Angeles’s “Sundays Live” Series, The 
Ojai Chamber Music Festival and the Museum of Modern Art. Randall has performed as violist of The 
Coolidge Quartet in recitals at Carnegie’s Weill Recital Hall, The Festival of Mecklenburg, Germany, and 
Guatemala’s country-wide classical youth program. Locally, Mr. Randall plays frequently with Chatter, 
Abiquiu Chamber Music Festival, Taos Chamber Music Group, Performance Santa Fe, Albuquerque 
Chamber Soloists, and Serenata of Santa Fe. He attended the New England Conservatory of Music under 
full scholarship and was admitted into the honorary Performance Diploma Program by Walter Trampler.

James Holland (cello) plays extensively in solo, orchestral and chamber music settings across New 
Mexico including the Albuquerque Chamber Soloists, Chatter, the Figueroa Project and Placitas Artists 
Series, as well as the Santa Fe Symphony and Santa Fe Pro Musica. James has been principal cellist with 
Breckenridge (CO) Music Festival since 1998 and was principal cellist of the Charleston Symphony from 
1996-2007. He and his wife, Megan Holland, maintain a large teaching studio. James is featured with 
jazz greats Eddie Daniels and Roger Kellaway on their award-winning 2013 CD release Duke at the 
Roadhouse: Live in Santa Fe, and he performed with them again at the 2013 Detroit Jazz Festival. James 
holds cello performance degrees from the University of Alabama and the Eastman School. 

Jean-Luc Matton (bass). A native of France, Jean-Luc Matton studied in Paris at the Versailles 
Conservatory with Jacques Cazauran (Principal Bass, Orchestre de Paris). He graduated in 1980 and 
moved to Venezuela to play with the Caracas Philharmonic and the Merida Philharmonic. In 1985, he 
went to Boston University where he studied with Herny Portnoi (Principal Bass, Boston Symphony). He 
received a Master’s degree in 1988. That same year he got a job in the NMSO (now the New Mexico 
Philharmonic) and has held the chair of Principal Bass since 1989.



CoLLegium XXi

COLLEGIUM XXI is the student/faculty new music ensemble at Santa Fe University of Art and Design, and is 
directed by Steven Paxton.

Deborah Barbe (cello) has performed across the United States and Europe including a tour with the Rome 
Festival Orchestra in Italy. She studied with Arnold Kvam, Barbara Hedlund, Eduardo Gulabyan and Takayori 
Atsumi, and participated in master classes with Janos Starker and Timothy Eddy. Ms. Barbe has performed with 
the Santa Fe ProMusica, New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, Santa Fe Symphony, Trio con Brio, Canticum Novum, 
Santa Fe Desert Chorale, the Zia Singers and Serenata of Santa Fe. She also works as a music mentor in the Santa 
Fe Public Schools through Performance Santa Fe’s Sostenuto Education Program. She has recorded for many 
artists including Arnie Lerner, Scott Jarrett, Sat Purkh Kaur Khalsa, Stefano Baroti, Consuelo Luz, Nancy Nielsen, 
Kenneth Pushkin, Susan Clark, and Standing Wave.

Thulani Mason (percussion) is a senior music major at SFUAD. He graduated from Homewood-Flossmoor 
High School in Flossmoor IL, and studied music and mallet percussion in the Percussion Scholarship Program of 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He currently plays vibes in SFUAD faculty member Andy Zadrozny’s quintet, 
and performs on campus and in the Santa Fe community as a solo singer/songwriter. Thulani studies mallets with 
Angela Gabriel, and after graduation plans to travel and teach, with a particular interest in studying and working 
in South Africa.

Steven Paxton (piano) teaches music theory, electroacoustic music, and composition, and directs choral and 
new music ensembles at SFUAD. He is past chair of SFUAD’s Contemporary Music Program, and previously 
taught at Texas Tech University. He holds degrees from the University of North Texas and Texas Tech University. 
Former students are active as composers, performers, sound designers, inter-arts collaborators, teachers, and 
musical entrepreneurs throughout the US and around the world. Paxton was a 1988 recipient of an NEA 
Composers Fellowship and has received fellowships and commissions from The Helene Wurlitzer Foundation, 
the Lubbock Youth Symphony, 20th Century Unlimited of Santa Fe, and the Nevada Music Educators Association. 
He works extensively in collaborative art forms, especially as a composer, sound designer, and musical director 
for the stage. From 1988 to 1994, he was composer-in-residence for the Nebraska Shakespeare Festival, and his 
opera, Bellini’s War, was premiered at Texas Tech in 2001.

Melinda Russial (clarinet and bass clarinet) is instructor of clarinet and musicianship at SFUAD, and Founder 
and Program Director for Wanderlust Edventures, an innovative student travel and educational programming 
foundation emphasizing integrative and experiential learning in the arts, sustainability, and global community 
building. She previously taught World Music and Culture at Fort Lewis College and music and English at Monte 
del Sol Charter School in Santa Fe, served as the Music Chair for the New Mexico School for the Arts, and worked 
in residence life at Interlochen Center for the Arts. Melinda holds a bachelor’s degree in clarinet performance 
from Northwestern University, a bachelor’s equivalent in social studies education from Fort Lewis College, and 
a master’s degree in clarinet performance from the University of Minnesota. She performs frequently with the 
New Mexico Philharmonic, the Santa Fe Symphony, SFUAD’s Balkan/Middle Eastern Ensemble, and the Balkan 
ensemble Evet.

Elena Sopoci (violin), a Chicago native, earned her Master’s Degree in Violin Performance from the University 
of Wisconsin, and served on the original founding steering committee the Santa Fe Symphony. While living in 
Europe she was a member of the orchestra of Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona and the Swiss-Italian Radio 
Orchestra in Lugano. Elena has also played with the Toledo Symphony Orchestra and Minnesota Orchestra, and 
was Concertmaster of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra. Local appearances have included outreach concerts 
with the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival and performances with The Santa Fe Opera, New Mexico Symphony 
Orchestra, Taos Chamber Music Group, and Santa Fe New Music. In the summer she regularly performs at the 
Cabrillo Contemporary Music Festival in Santa Cruz. She teaches privately and at the United World College in 
Montezuma, New Mexico.

Horace Alexander Young (flute) is Chair of the Contemporary Music Program at SFUAD, where he directs 
jazz ensembles and teaches flute, saxophone, jazz theory, and music industry studies, as well as overseeing 
student internships and the student-run record label, ARROYO RECORDS. He has performed on over eighty-five 
recordings and several international tours and performances with artists such as Sam ‘Lightnin’ Hopkins, B.B. 
King, Abdullah Ibrahim, Youssou N’ Dour, McCoy Tyner, Nancy Wilson, Kenny Barron, Joe Sample, The Crusaders 
and countless others, appearing at jazz festivals in Montreaux, Hamburg, Leipzig, London, Paris, The Hague, 
British Columbia, Berlin, New York, New Orleans, Tokyo, Houston, Seattle, Gent, Laverkusen, Glasgow and South 
Africa. His recent recordings are found on the Pacific Coast Jazz label and as an author and music journalist, he 
has contributed articles for GIG Magazine, Flute Talk, The Instrumentalist, Flute Focus, Canadian Musician, SBO 
Magazine and American Music Teacher.

Andy Zadrozny (bass) is instructor of electric and acoustic bass and directs the Afro-Cuban Latin Jazz 
Ensemble at SFUAD. He is in wide demand as a performer fluent in the practices and stylistic language of jazz, 
classical, Latin, Arabic, klezmer, and other globally-based music. His teachers have included Audrey Bush, Ron 
Simon and Gary Karr (classical); Buddy Catlett, Dave Holland and Ray Brown, (jazz); Simon Shaheen (Arabic) 
and Marge Barstow (a student of F. Matthias Alexander). Born with perfect pitch and studying with an ear training 
specialist from age seven through nine, he has developed a life-long interest in the art and craft of ear training 
as a natural process, and has developed an ear training method based on the yoga of sound. Andy is the owner 
of Resonant Body LLC and the inventor of the Resonant Body Platform, a sound healing table and method that 
uses the principles of sound yoga to treat pain, the effects of trauma, restore energetic balance, teach musical ear 
training, and promote well-being.


